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Ready Training Online Focuses on Frontline Safety in Robbery Prevention
Updated Convenience Store Training Focuses on Prevention and Safety

Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania: Ready Training Online today announced the release of its new-and-improved Robbery Prevention and Safety training, available immediately on its learning management system, trainingGrid®. This training is primarily targeted toward convenience stores.

This new training includes the following key points:

- What to do in the event a robbery occurs.
- What the learner should do if they’re in another part of the store when a robbery occurs.
- Information on how to prevent and handle other potentially dangerous situations that may arise outside the store.
- How to stay safe when opening and closing the store.

It’s essential for convenience store leaders to teach their teams how to respond appropriately in the event of a robbery. Comprehensive training, which includes discussion on prevention and safety measures, in addition to guidance about how to respond during a robbery, can not only help deter theft but also keep employees and customers safe.

About Ready Training Online (RTO®): Ready Training Online is committed to creating learning experiences that inspire success through online training delivered on their proprietary learning management system, trainingGrid®. RTO’s extensive convenience store-focused content library is comprised of short, engaging, performance-based training modules developed in RTO’s on-site convenience store set, or on location, with in-house production capabilities. Their learning management system, trainingGrid®, deploys the right training to the right employees at the right time, streamlining employee training and allowing companies to track progress and report on the success of their training programs.